Alfred deWijn was welcomed as a new member of the HIAC.

ViSP: Draft SOW is being reviewed by team. Will conduct telecom with Steve Hegwer with a proposal to get to CDR to follow. Roberto will touch base with Teresa about the advance notice. Rich, Roberto and Alfred will charge hours to bid and proposal.

K-Cor: Initial budget looks too high. Joan, Rich and Steve will look at work packages to find savings. Aerosol removal will be de-scoped. Rich recommends that reviews be streamlined.

FPI-China II: is shipping on Friday.

Sunrise II: meeting next week with MPS. Assumption is that we will not fly in 2012.

Hiwind: will have lessons learned exercise. Will hear about proposal in December. Solar array charger failed ~50 hours into flight. Greg has identified Meer charge controller as source of problem.

ChroMag: All main components have been purchased and received. Alfred will get schedule info to Rich & Lee.

FPI Lab: Qian would like system up and running by Jan 1. We need to get designs ported into solidworks from CadKey.

ProMag: O2 was reinstalled. There are some issues with synchronization. The parts for the cradle are here.

CoMP-S: There are some problems with the RAID that Scott is addressing remotely.

COSMO: The HAO director has created a SPER to cover COSMO related expenditures of $200k.

MkIV: Alice needs to do some work for MKIV.

We should replace the H-a images from Coronado with CoMP images on the MLSO display. Joan will look into this.

Steven Tomczyk